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During the past decade, the legal services industry has undergone a sea change, in large part due to the 
globalization of business.  Law firms, especially those headquartered in major financial centers, are expanding 
overseas at a fast and furious pace in an attempt to accommodate their clients’ needs and to capture a share of 
new and emerging markets for legal services. The increasing importance of the European Union as a new source 
of pan-European or “federal” law, and the establishment of a common currency, the Euro, has spurred many 
firms to open offices in Brussels, Frankfurt and other centers of commerce.  The collapse of the Soviet Union 
and the concomitant dismantling of the Iron Curtain has opened up new fields for these firms, attracted to 
Eastern Europe and Russia by the privatization of former state enterprises. The spectacular growth of the 
economies of certain Asian countries and the gradual opening of The People’s Republic of China to western 
business has created additional incentives for these firms to establish overseas offices.  Many of these offices are 
no longer outposts staffed by a few legal professionals.  They now have many lawyers on staff, and offer a broad 
range of legal services not only to the clients of their home countries but also to local businesses.  
 
The globalization of the legal services industry has nevertheless raised important issues concerning the structure 
of these overseas offices and the nature of their relationship to the home office.  How do these firms operate as 
players in the international legal arena?   Are they content to “export” their domestic services from their home 
headquarters to these new markets?  Or, do they hire native attorneys and grant them significant autonomy to 
operate branch offices and develop a presence in those jurisdictions?  Finally, how do these firms perceive 
themselves in the international arena and is this perception consistent in the literature describing their 
international practices  published by these global firms? 
 
In an attempt to find some answers to these questions and to test our thesis that law firms behave and organize 
themselves no differently than other types of global business entities,  we surveyed members of 
English-speaking, global law firms and multidisciplinary practice organizations based upon an pre-existing 
organizational model for manufacturing firms engaged in international trade.  The model was developed by two 
management scholars, Christopher A. Bartlett and Sumantra Ghoshal, in their 1989 book, ​Managing Across 
Borders: The Transnational Solution​.  In our variant of this model, we posited that the firms that we surveyed 
would structure themselves as one of four organizational types:  ​International, Multidomestic, Global​ and 
Transnational​.  
 
The four organizational forms are different from one another based on three variables: how assets and 
capabilities are configured, how knowledge is developed and diffused, and how important is the role of overseas 
operations. 
 
The ​international​ organization tends to centralize most of its assets at its headquarters office, and from there it 
develops and transfers knowledge to overseas locations.  The main responsibility of its subsidiaries is to leverage 
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home-office capabilities.  The ​multidomestic​ organization, in contrast, allows subsidiaries to develop and exploit 
local opportunities, expects subsidiaries to create a local knowledge and competency base, and decentralizes 
decision-making to the subsidiaries.  The ​global​ form expects overseas offices to adopt the entire organization's 
most efficient strategies, and to develop the best knowledge and skills available drawing from all international 
subsidiaries.  Nevertheless, the global organization still expects overseas units to channel information 
headquarters, and to respond to centralized control provided by headquarters.  The ​transnational​ form is rather 
unique.  The transnational organization expects overseas units to contribute actively to the development of 
organizational capabilities, to develop and disseminate knowledge directly to worldwide locations, and to use 
both centralized and decentralized methods to promote interdependence and specialization of units.  The 
transnational form may be the ideal way for a firm to "think globally" and "act locally."  However, achieving it is 
difficult because it puts conflicting demands on firms: to integrate activities across all units while remaining very 
responsive to local conditions.  In fact, it is the least prevalent form identified among manufacturing firms. 
 
Ten law firms responded to our survey.  All of the firms that responded are household names in the international 
legal marketplace.  Their responses suggested how they viewed themselves based on the four categories of 
international firms.  Four of the firms characterized themselves as transnational firms, two as multidomestic 
firms, three saw themselves as a combination of multidomestic and transnational, and one as a combination of 
global and international.   
 
In addition to tallying responses from firm members, we examined the content of promotional material 
disseminated by the respondent firms, such as brochures, publications, and information found on their websites, 
and identified the organizational type of each firm.  The content analysis revealed that four firms fit the 
international type, two the multinational type, two the global, and two the transnational type.  Combining the 
information from the two sources, we developed the following profiles that may characterize various types of 
global law firms:  
 
The International Law Firm​.  The global law firm that is organized in the international form concentrates its 
assets and strategies in the home country.  The focus of this firm's international practice is to provide home 
country clients with legal services overseas.  The approach is centralized, with most decisions being taken in the 
home country office.  Expansion outside of the home country is a relatively unique concept, and the foreign 
office is perceived as an outpost which is set up to help home country firms do business there.   
 
Most of the firm's attorneys are hired in the home country.  Attorneys share common values, methodologies, 
training, and technology originating from the parent firm.  The firm's principal partners in the home country all 
tend to do international work, to provide a broad spectrum of international law services to their clients in all 
international locations.  These attorneys have some understanding of local law but not the level of understanding 
that native attorneys would have. 
 
The international firm's source of knowledge and competencies is in the home country, and the direction of the 
flow of skills and knowledge is from the parent firm outward to "outpost" offices in other countries.  The 
international firm may be associated with firms in other countries, but only to help the parent country firm to do 
business in a particular region.  The international firm may call itself a multinational and a multicultural world 
practice, and little effort is made to standardize its services around the world. 
 
The Multidomestic Law Firm​.  Quite different from the international firm, the strategies and assets of the 
multidomestic law firm are located in foreign offices.  There is little mention of a home office, and the firm 
prefers to call itself a truly international organization.  Offices in foreign locations practice international and local 
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law, attorneys are qualified in multiple jurisdictions and speak local languages.  Skills become specialized 
according to country or region, yet there is little concern about merging competencies across regions.   
 
The firm's source of knowledge and competencies is in the foreign offices.  The direction of the flow of skills 
and knowledge is within the regions, but rarely among regions.  Each country or region's needs are addressed 
separately, and offices in regions are autonomous.   
 
The Global Law Firm​.  The global law firm is organized yet differently from the international and the 
multidomestic type of law firm.  The global firm's strategies and assets are organized according to practice area, 
not at the home country office nor in any geographic sense.  The global firm attempts to create efficient scale of 
operations, and strives to provide consistent and somewhat standardized service to all clients everywhere.  The 
global law firm recruits the best attorneys worldwide.  While it may emphasize its staff's ability to function in 
different languages, it does not stress the nationalities of its attorneys.   
 
The source of knowledge and competencies is frequently non-headquarters locations.  The flow of knowledge 
and skills is multidirectional: an effort is made to identify and disseminate best practices, resources, and 
opportunities in all offices around the world.  The firm taps into its broad network of resources to serve clients 
everywhere in a uniform and standardized fashion.  On the other hand, the firm does not tend to recognize the 
need to adapt to different national or regional systems, or to customize the nature of their practice to the 
particularities of any one country.  
 
The Transnational Law Firm​.  The transnational firm distributes its strategies and assets to its locations 
worldwide.  The transnational law firm is staffed by locally qualified attorneys who have strong experience 
practicing law in their national locations, however the firm's name is a global franchise.  The firm stresses size 
and scale of operations, however it uses a cooperative approach to establish personal relationships with clients. 
The source of knowledge and competencies is worldwide, and the flow of skills and knowledge is 
multidirectional.  Local knowledge is valued, and it contributes to what the firm hopes will be a seamless global 
network.  However, this network approach can result in strong performance is some markets and patchy 
performance in others.   
 
The transnational law firm truly thinks globally and acts locally.  It makes significant efforts to standardize the 
quality of service worldwide through education and professional development of attorneys, while recognizing 
that decision-making must take place at regional and local levels.  Regional and local offices are encouraged to 
initiate programs and generate business both within and across regions.  Attorneys draw on their combined 
experience from by using expertise found in other offices.  The transnational firm realizes that competition varies 
from geographic market to market, and that it competes with firms in the local market as well as with large 
international firms.  In short, the firm is entrepreneurial, and it encourages variance and diversity among 
countries and cultures.   
 
After completing these profiles, we returned to the sources of information of our study.  We compared the 
results from the two sources -- the survey responses and the content analysis -- to determine whether the firms' 
perceptions of themselves corresponded with how they might be perceived by people reading the messages in 
their promotional materials.  The results of this exercise were surprising.  Only four of the ten firms' 
self-characterizations as a particular organizational form were supported by the external analysis of their 
promotional documents.  The other six respondents perceived themselves differently from that which was 
reflected in their literature.  Two of the firms were characterized as having the multinational form, and two the 
transnational form.  Like the louse on the lady's bonnet in Robert Burns’ poem, what we think of ourselves often 
does not correspond to what others think of us.   
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This result suggests only partial support for our thesis -- that global law firms organize themselves and their 
operations in a way that is quite similar to other kinds of global organizations.  The support is only partial 
because there was a difference between how firms perceived themselves, and how others might perceive them. 
There are several possible explanations for this result.   
 
One explanation might be that the survey may not have been completed by the most appropriate person.  In 
several cases, the managing partner was not available to complete the survey and it was completed by the firm’s 
public relations director.  This may have resulted in misinterpretation of the items that related to firm strategy 
and structure.  Had the managing partner or another principal of the firm responded to the survey, we might 
have obtained a different, and perhaps more accurate, portrait of the international strategy and structure of the 
firm.  
 
A second explanation for the results could be that respondents may have ​desired​ to represent their firms as having 
adopted a preferred global strategy or structure.  However, when they began to elaborate on the details of the 
operation, another notion of strategy and structure emerged.  
 
Further, several of the firms surveyed recently underwent mergers with one or more other firms in foreign 
locations.  This suggests that these firms might be in the process of moving toward a particular strategic and 
structural form of global operation.  The full integration of merged and/or acquired firms takes time and 
patience, and the recency of some of the merger activity suggests many firms have a long way to go before they 
achieve their desired goal of full integration.  
 
A third explanation is that law firms may possess special characteristics or conditions such that they are best 
served by a hybrid approach to strategy and structure.  This means that law firms may adopt strategies and 
structures that do not fit neatly into the traditional model of international organization form, but that instead 
span the boundaries of the four organizational types.  
 
One thing is certain:  the globalization of law firms and professional service firms practicing some form of law is 
changing the nature of competition in the legal services industry around the world.  Perhaps the strongest 
message emerging from this study of global law firms is that many firms strive to provide a standard level of 
service quality in all international markets.  Whether our analyses characterized the firms as international, 
multidomestic, global, or transnational, many firms are attempting to create a global brand, and to establish one 
household name that would be recognized worldwide.  For example, Clifford Chance wants to create a “one-stop 
shop” that is capable of handling a wide variety of local, English, and American law work for big companies and 
financial institutions through its many offices worldwide.  Client firms desire uniform service, but perhaps more 
importantly they seek the accountability that a global brand provides.  For example, if something goes awry with 
legal services provided in Beijing, the client may wish to hold the US-based firm accountable.  This is in contrast 
to the situation where an American client, retaining a Chinese firm, may have little influence with that firm.  
 
Critics say, however, that creating a global brand of law firm is often no more uniform than is growing a 
franchise operation.  Baker & McKenzie is a global law firm based in Chicago that has spent fifty years 
expanding internationally and has more offices in more countries than any of its rivals.  But some argue that 
Baker is simply a conglomeration of local partnerships that act independently, vary in quality, and keep their own 
profits.  Baker executives retort that they have built a truly international culture, and that local regulations dictate 
that profits earned locally must be shared locally rather than contribute to a global profit pool.   
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The issue of global firm culture is another issue that emerges from this study.  Is it better for a firm to create a 
single firm culture as it becomes increasingly global, or is a multicultural, pan-European or pan-American 
approach more desirable?  The history of law firm mergers in national arenas suggests that existing firms yielded 
much of their traditional, well-established cultural baggage in favor of creating a new firm culture.  As 
cross-border mergers of law firms become more common, will firms behave similarly?  When firms from the US, 
UK, and Germany merge, will the largest firm’s culture dominate, will individual firm cultures be represented, or 
will an entirely new culture, one that strives to be global yet local, emerge?  And what kind of culture are we 
talking about?  Where does firm-level culture end and national culture begin?  
 
We believe that this study provided a first step towards investigating the patterns and processes of the 
globalization of law firms.  To obtain results that are more generalizable, future studies should include a larger 
sample of law firms and MDPs headquartered in English-speaking countries.  Another area of inquiry may be 
among law firms that are based in non-English speaking countries such as France and the Benelux countries. 
More work is needed to insure the reliability and the validity of the survey instrument in measuring the desired 
constructs.  Above all, testing these hypotheses may be similar to trying to hit a moving target since external 
environmental conditions for the organization of law firms may be changing.  The American Bar Association is 
presently considering a proposal that would amend the profession’s ethical rules and allow United States 
attorneys to associate formally with MDPs.  If the ABA adopts this proposal, the American legal landscape will 
be significantly altered, which would undoubtedly affect those law firms and MDPs that practice law on a global 
basis.  Specifically, the adoption of this rule may cause many global law firms to alter significantly their mode of 
organization and delivery of legal services worldwide.  
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